Testimonials

What they say about our classes and instructors...

Diana Weynand and her staff are the industry's best!
Joe Cowell, Shoebox Productions, Nashville, TN

It was fantastic! I would highly recommend for anyone else wanting to learn FCP. Thank you
very much.
Natalie Gibbons, Fox Sports, Los Angeles, CA

Diana Weynand is a great teacher! I know this material and how complicated it is and she
taught it well to people that were totally new.
Annalee Wooster, Los Angeles, CA

Thank you so much for providing such a well-run class on FCP. I went to your class without
ever using a Mac or FCP and you not only taught the software with lots of real world examples,
you had the patience to go over things twoeven three times so the entire class would
understand. This "no one gets left behind attitude" surely contributed to my successful passing
of the final certification exam. Thanks again and keep in touch. I would love to take another
class on FCP.
Brian Chalmers, Teacher, Earl L. Vandermeulen High School, Port Jefferson, New York

Excellent, the introduction, demonstrations, individual practice and reviews were perfectly
paced.
Ellen DeFazio, Teacher, Patchoque Medford Schools, New York

Surpassed all expectations. An incredible amount of information gently presented with expert
style. Thanks.
Paul Reyman, IT Administrator, Fashion Institute of Technology, New York
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Best teacher I have ever had – no BS!
Edwin Samuelson, Video Editor, New York

Thanks for presenting the info in a slow manner. Being new to FCP, I appreciated your pacing
and content coverage.
Scott Critzer, High School Music Teacher, Minneapolis

Diana is a great instructor. I was lucky to be her student.
Carol Tenney, Los Angeles, CA

She's Diana Weynand! Of course, she is a fantastic instructor and entirely knowledgeable.
C. Sue Braun, Westminnster, CA

Diana is an excellent teacher, she makes FCP very easy to understand and she is excited
about the material,
which made the class very interesting to me.I enjoyed her enthusiasm during class.
Jennifer Lehman, Valley Village, CA

Jenn Garrison is an expert in this field which facilitated learning a new subject in a short amount
of time.
I would definitely take any opportunities available to take another class from her. I feel like I
learned the tips and tricks that the pros know as well as industry standard protocols.
Rosarita Olvina, Clark County School District, Las Vegas, NV

The presentation of the material in the course was done in such a way that it greatly exceeded
my expectations.
I'm am looking forward to my next class of instruction with Weynand International.
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Russell Parks, Words and Illusion, Long Beach, CA

Wonderful course! Excellent teacher and amazing book.
David Heimann, Los Angeles, CA
Robert Scheid was a wiz. He created a fun and nurturing environment making the retention of
the vast course material
possible and even enjoyable. He introduced us to the basics, revealed many shortcuts, and I
feel confident that I can now
maneuver through FCP. I have already recommended this class to my colleagues.
He has truly earned the title "Master Trainer."
Carol Mitch, Fox Sports, Los Angeles, CA

Even after years of working with FCP this course was a wealth of new information.
Chris Moen, Video Editor, Minneapolis

Exceptional – Diana is able to answer so many of the mysteries of FCP – impressive!
Lois Freeman Fox, Film Division, Brooks Institute of Photography, Santa Barbara
Robert was amazing, truly amazing, the course was very comprehensive and I have
recommended it to all my business associates.
Well done 10 out of 10!
Philip Boston, Venice, CA

Rob has a spectacular balance of keeping on course and answering all levels of questions, all
with a great sense of competence
and a terrific sense of humor. He's the best technical instructor I've ever had, and I look forward
to finding the next level FCP class he's teaching. Thanks Rob!
Jeremy Soule, Activision, Glendale, CA
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Very great instructor. Robert is very good at his job and i cant wait to work with him again.
Anthony Echerd, Lonview, Washington
Robert was a very good instructor. Very knowledgeable and able to add life to what could be a
dry course. I will recommend him
and Weynand Training courses to others and will probably come back for the advanced course
in the future.
Mickie Salmen, Charlotte, North Carolina

Robert worked well to accommodate a range of skills among students. I work professionally in
AVID, and he also made time to
show the other AVID editors some key shortcuts and techniques. Kept a wonderful pace in a
demanding series of days, covering an abundance of material.
Christine Louise Berry, Los Angeles, CA
Robert was fantastic! Informative, clear...and funny! A great learning experience.
Tod Hillman, Santa Monica, CA
Robert was fantastic, in all respects--A+
Kelley Sultan, Las Vegas, NV
WOW Best course and instructor I've ever had, simply amazing, a life changing experience for
me.
Richard Newman, Calumet Photographic, Pacific Grove, CA

Truly gifted at presentation and very well organized.
Kurt Brabbee, Pasadena, CA

Brendan was effective for all levels of expertise. He was very patient and helpful while avoiding
slowing the class too much.
Margaret Koblasova, Park City, UT
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Very worthwhile course. Brendan was clear and very knowledgeable. I look forward like to
taking next level.
Jeff Hoffman, Digital Film House, Cambria, CA

Brendan was professional and very personable. He taught with knowledge and passion.
Steve McGrath, Logan, UT

Brendan is outstanding. I am often bored in workshops like this but he kept me challenged at
the right speed and I have learned so much. Thank you.
Chris Johnson, Tucson, AZ

Diana was the best instructor I have ever had for a program such as this!
Alison Gregory, Sherman Oaks, CA

Jenn is fantastic!
Evan Scherr, Clark County School District, Las Vegas, NV

Jenn was absolutely fabulous!!!!
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Susan Williams, Clark County School District, Las Vegas, NV

Robert knows his stuff and is very articulate, easy to understand and clear about objectives.
Peter McCauley, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
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